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AESTRACT

Four moralikation-paradigms (psychoanalytic; -

social learning, humanistic, and cognitive-,'
developrdental) e presented' as explanatory hyipotheses,

r the relatibns p between poverty and schca crimes
Th pap

.

takes the potitipn that norone.paradigm
su fici totoaccount completely for school/ crime.
Ea h par digm is.useful in explaining the\moral
or entationdIound,both within and'between1 individuals
involved.n school crime. Recent, work 'in rdoral,

,edlication is presented under each of the paradigms
as a source fbr the prevention and control of school-
'crime. It is concluded that an'awareness of the
complexities invoiced in the moral orientations 'of
.youth is a necessary first step'in the "developtent
of brball-based approaches to the prevention and
control of. school =lie.
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Introduction

Criminal- acts committed on school-grOUhds are

actions which violate standards of right or gdod conduct
4

.which have been,codified into law. In this sense, school

crime is moral act.on.,1 How such standards' are learned

or. not learned, the content of such standards, and:the

degree to which these standards govern Oehavior'are

all issues studied by psychologists-and sociologists
.

under the rubric of moralization.t1Tryand research. -

The purpose of this paper is to addressthe.problem of

school crime from this important perspectiVe on human

development.

As brie surveSs the literature on incraliZatidn

theory, four distinctly different positions emerge as .

fully developed theoretical views.- The'se views have'

h en extensively stated and have attracted, wide followings.

paw will not. attempt to judge any one:Of th e

paradigms scas 'Somehow "better.P It will be assumed

.

there is no major consensus within the scientific-
r

f

C:'::
rs

A ,
A

0 . .

1 ' .1
i .? t.

-Throughout this pager, the term moral will:be used -.dxclusively.a adesCriptiv sense. ThusA thd oPpOsite.
of moral will be taken to be nQnmoral. ...2 e termt1,-:.
prosocial and antisocial will be usedN0han it IS

,

,,
necessary to talk abOut:moral actions or:beliefs'in an
evaluative sense.
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gommunity cancer ng the complete superiority of,one

of theSe views over theotheis: Rither than trying to

demonstrate or posit sup ority of one of-these

paradigms.cver the others, and thereby simplify the view

of schotcrime, this paper will assume that all four

paradigms have valuable insights to offer the person

interested in analyzing the etiology, means of prevention,

and control of sehtbl crime.' The position of this

author is that the origins of school crime are diverse,

and, for this reason, to analyze it and rmulate in-

formed policy recommendations requires a diversity of

theoretical perspectives within one's conceptual arsenal.

Due to the vast stretch of theoretical territory to be

mapped in this paper, only the basic outlines of each

paradight will be presented.

This pap will take the position that the school

curriculum, and .especially the individual teachers'
.

classrooms, are key areas fOr intervention to attack the

problem of school crime. Therefore, undet each paradigm

this paper will discuss the educational practices which

are entailed. The past 10 years have beenunusually

rich ones for the development of moral education theory

and curriculum. This paper will discuSs throral education

- 682 -
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implications of each paradigm and attempt to its
e -

poteritial.utility for dealing with the complex issue of
.7

bp-
. school crime.

The Psychoanalytic Paradigm

T1 psychoanalytic sositiakl-holds that there exists

a.tripartite division of the personality. consisting of

the id, the ego, and the superego. 2 The id is the source

'of all p is energy in the personality and it:is governed

by they pleasure principle.( Its sole concerns are the basic.

instincts of hunger,,thirst, sexual release,,and safety.
. The id is impUlsive, set withiXe subconSciolls, and

constantly clamors for release fromcinstinctual tension.

The control of impulsivity within they-personality
%

.,is relegated'to two separate subsystems. The ego is

)governed by the teality principle and acts within the

external world to achieve the id's demands consistent

with reality. 'Part of itrole is to give danger ;signals

if any. of our desires conflicts to much with the

"real4ty.olitssta."

. /.
, 2
.,The reader is referred to Hall (1954) for one of thebest short introductions to the psychoanalytic paradigm.I

)
. .

4

"'
..

A

I 0'
.

6
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The superego'is the moral dimensich of the -

persdnality, and its role is to bring the. actual.

.%
behavior of the Individual into confOrmity with

internalized stanaardsof good or right behavior.

The superegb uses guilt as punishment and, pride as reard

' in order to bring behavior intolihe. The years before

the child enters school are the critical ones for the

learning of moral behavior according to this,view. The

.0

central mechanism is the resolution .of the Oedipal 'collect**.
_ .

According to Freud; the young %Iliad has strong desirep.

to possess sexually the opposite-sex .carent. This 4%

impossible, desire is finally resolved by the process of

identification with the aggressor, (in to case of boyi;' :

l

.'.'-
the father). This identification the ,

. / .
., , : . 41

jecti/on of the father's standards of right and wrong a:hi:4i

forms the permanent basis of the superego. r

9
4

Poverty and the Learning of Moral_ Standards

.

There are four possible sources of breakdowns in

social controls within the psychoanalytic fraaework:3
. .

'In an environment characterized by ailadk of resources
4,

j
Aichhorn (1963)' authored one of the seminal rks on
juvenile delimquency and treatment from the psychoanalytic
perspective. Eissler (1949) contains a cablection.

articles on the same topfc.

as

C

- 684 - 7
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, necessary for the:satisfaction of basic needs; these

4

sources are important' factors in the causes of ,school

crime.

(1)' The antisocial superegos refers to a superego

that has'as standards of appropriate Conduct, behaviors

- which are illegal and/or generlly called morally.wrong.
.An antisocial superego may be very strong; weakness is

.

.
a inot' the only fault one may. find with-the ,superego. In.

-

.,
,,

this case, the signals sent out for the ego to carry
,

into action entail the breaking of contemporary m*alb

standards. 1 It is easy to see how the poverty environment

leads to thesformation of the antisocial superego., The

ghetto environment places the child in frequent contact,.

with. lawlessness and actions which do not acknowledge

the basic rights Of others. This is especially,apparent

in the-models which the child sees controlling resources.

The salience of models such as the pimp, hooker, pusher,

and gang leader, is increased by the frequent absence of

'one or both parents.

(2) 'In some casesi only a weak superego has been

internalized. If tilea"parent is not present or respected

then there will not be milh fear over a loss of love

as a result, only weak or'incompletestandards wi be
."e/' 4Irtt

, /.

Ns,

a



internalized. This weak superego may contain either.

crosocial or antisocial standards. When the child with

a-weak peregO is placed -in temptation situations,'

there are, no internal controls to restrain destructive

*pulses., .

(3) In the case of the weakego, the problem

isn't inherently a moral one. The problem here isthat

the ego can't handle the onrush of impulsivitity.,:-

it can't 4o'anything with the .superego signals., How

-)
-does the ego'reach such a weakened:state? If the ego

liastirt.learned t o supply well-being to ,the organism, it

.doesn't receiir psychic energy and, as a result, it

reverts to the primitive,.orpleasure-principle; ego.

The egO must learn the reality' principle if it is to

gain ascendancy in tie personality -- pain must be
\

ells:lured in order to achieve assured pleasure latei. In,

the poveity efivirodmente, forgoing pleasure here and now

for greater pleasilater hardly-ever pays diff., The

result is.that if it hasn't worked: fOr the parents or`

othe important figures 1the child's environment then
...

it wont be passed to the child. The inability to con

'impulse, to cool it, is one Of the, largest causes of .,

school crime. For, when the morality of the school is at
4,e

odds with the morality of the peer group, the school is seen

4

- 686 -
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as an enemy of the. only

has. Schoals frTstrate

of 'ire schools is basically a middle-class morality

-

standard for conduct\that one
,

ghetto youth because the morality

deferred gratification,, as in "work hard and someday...."
..-

And, when the sdhools'fkustraid the pleasure principle
- .

opierating,Lri the-ghetto child,the dynamic of displaced
. .

,

'aggress,ion often occurs and schoolsbecome the victims.
,

-

(10 A finaliareakdown of social controls may_ occur
. .

through the use of ego functions irf the service of-iuipuls

defexi This phrase, taken from Redl aneWineman (1962)

refers to the ego functioning in \a planned attempt to. . &
defend nonacceptabl impulsi ty.!!' It does this in a number

of ways. The most common mechhnisms, are the .use of

rationalizations (he didsit- first, he had it coming, it

-wasn't My fault, etc.) and a search4for delinquency support

through'/ang affiliation or subscription to a delinquent

code,. -Ample support and opportunity for the-se evasions
'

are available in the povert7 -cult
-

School crime appearsto be more sporadic and episodic .
.e

than adult crime, which seems Ito b more%,a symptom of a

serious personality disorder. The psychoiRelytic

per'spectiVe-would explein this in terms of the sudden

-

influx of psychic energy that is released-during the onset

Of adoi.escencec. It is often the case that, even in the

687- td.
4
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presence of .well balanced divisions of the personality,.,
. ,.

.

impulsivity wiIlgain'the upper hand- The suddenly , 4,,

-weat kened ego and superego cannc*.. provide the necessary
. :

.. .0 .

controls, and what-results is the adolescent' upset,
.

0 .
,

often aggressive and destructive in nature. -Schools
. k

contain the strangest concentration of adolescents in .

l

our society and require of them that they be ordeily*
.

and hard-working. It is not bur-Prising, from this Point-
--

of View, that'criminal acts often occur4onsChool grobnds.

Intervention, Strategies
44

The therapeutic techniques of psychoanalysis are

clearly beyond the domain of schools as ..a tool for

rilk
combating the antisocial behavior of school crime.'""the-

.
a.

.
. .

expense and theAtime involyed in classic psychoanalysis
.,\,' . .

. .

.

, . .

make it tots expensive and time-consuming for schools to

use for a,p6blem on the scale of school crime. As a tool

for dealing with, delinquents in specially devised group-

settings,' gedl and Winemhn (1952 Shave sketched 'out' -I

the possible focus such a program migh take. their

''techniques of prograricding for ego support and the clinical .

4

'exploitation of life events show the applicability of
0.

psychoanalytic theory in institutionalwsettings. :

YN:
Ti e psychoanalytiq concept of the therutic value

AI

is
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4
of"self -knowledge -- making conscious what is ..

. . . .z. -.'' .
.ir

, .
,

,J

uncongCious.--.has been incoeporated>into one currently .
.,- A,

populariapproach,to valies education in the _schools., ..r ...'. *
Values clarification,ralihough'd'dived from humanistic., .

.psychlogical theory ;(the thirc aradigM to be resented),-L.
.

is a strategy directdd at antisocial behalfrior which Sharps.

some of the foci of a Psyehoanalytip approach to therapy.
i.. .

Values olarification, as described by Raths, Harmin,
,110. . . .

and 8iman"(1966),..atteMpts to get _the student to analyze
.

the sources of his values (his superego) anc to' accept

as valid only those values which he has freely,choseh
.

. ,
.)

.

from alternative and after consideration'of,conseguehces.

.

A

.
.

.,This strategy could be described as k Atrengthening of
,

.

.....

,

,

ego imiCtions,and as a_.freeing of oneself from intro-,
.-4,

jected and unreflective behaviorAtdynamicst \- .
. - it.

',.
.' ,.

.- *The-SociaItearnifig, Rakadigm"'"\ . .
r

.e
i \ ,'

sol. ,
',11*,

0 .

,This.perspective Us8s.t.he 1. the child.'s ,

%.,`
.., .4 -

, ..---

Social warld Oaire4, with the rIntlip of beh iorist
, _sr, ,

psychology, to account for learning of mora standards.4
4

/
.

,
i. -- d ,

)

. . ,
4 )0.

The most generic t ory from this position is ttie4:-.
"differential association". thedry of Sutherland,(1947). '.

.'Glaser's (196.64 conception of Idiffekential identifications''
,was a significant-kmprakrement oye Satherl'and;s :.

-. -f' .

.originalkidea.
.

\

. tillh' is
. 4'.

4
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.Acaording to this theory, individuals'come to

behave proscially'or.antisocially due to their previous
,

, ,
.

.

-

r
.

.
.

o

(experiences with that type of behavior"and whether or
----.... _ .

. A .
,

not they-have been positively reinforced for such

behaviors: itey- variables An-the learning:of. moral-

standardsare the opportunity 't6 demonstte the desired

behavior; role,modeli for prOsocial or antisocial be-*

haviors; and the attractiveness, strength, and propinquity

of the reinforcers.

at *large. One factor relates to-theavailabildly and
,-

nature of models for behavior. Another is the lack of
.

social'behavior and' onsequent existence of delingOnt

subcultures. .
?.,'

It is difficult enough for middle-class .youth

t.

living in

emulation.

relative affluence to find, models worthy. of
.

For ghetto youth, 'Where models. have "made
.

it,* and fle-cto the suburbs, or else are individuals

; .Wo walk On'the.edges of lawfulness, the.problem of
,

-,.

-emulating proScial behavior is esibially troublesome.

690 -13

( ,

Poverty and the Learning of Moral Standards

..,There are-a'number Of factors in the, poverty

-envircmmiemt whicirmake it diffidult for the child.to learn
4

standards of moral conduct.which ate.shared b'y the society



S.

4/

Tothesocial learning theorist, the parents are

the'ziost consistently availableand salient models, as

well as being' primary controllers of reinforcement in

the early development of the child.-:The high incidences

of single - parent families and families. with both parents
4."

working reduce the potential power of this agency of

socialization.

The youth growing,up in a poverty area is confronted

the frustration of knowiz that, no matter how hard'

he works, by virtue of his race, language, or level of

academic skills, he will never be able to get the ends

that the capitalist system holds before him i'very day in

the media. This means/ends inconsistency creates frus-

trgtion and aggrepaion, forcing the youth to'explore other

means and other ends. The creation of tlKdelinquent

subculture is one of these alternatives(Cohen, 1955;

Miller, 1958). Within the delinquent subculture, the

yOath can both share the'frustration he'ifeels and find

a sense of excitement. Status, which he cannot achieve

through legitimate channels, can Jechieved here. It

is the'existence of the delinquent subculture, and its

ability to substitute attractive roles and reinforcers

for irrelevant or unattractive roles with no payoff,

'which creates a social context within which antisocial

.- 614-

63.
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behavior becomes accepted as the norm and internalized.

Intervention Strategies

One of the great frustrations of school personnel _ )

is that they generally have so little control over the

total environment'that youth experience. Teachers and

adthinistratorS are only a few of the models available

to yputh,. and they can only reinforce for a very narrow

range of presbcial beh4lors within t14 schools: Given

these limitations,'many-of the attempts to control school

crikte have focused on out-of-school factors. Some out-

off-school programs have focused on the family. (Girt,

1956); others, on working directly with gangs (Robinson,

1960).

Within the school; it would appear that there are

a'number. of ways to use the principles of behaviorist
.

. psychology,to 'combat the influence of poverty on the

learning of moral standards.

ProsQcial. role models can be presented thrbugh the

staff and tough action proSIts. Both Jones (1971)

and Newmann (1975) have outlined approaches for getting

students involvedoin prosocial activities in'the
6

community.

- The pridCiples of behavior modification can be

iJ

- 692 -A.
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applied in the claSsrobm. A plethora of texts have

been published within the past few years which .describe

this strategy (MacMillan, 1973; Poteet, 1973; Blackham

& Silberman, 1975). these proposals for behavior
,

modification' in the school face a number`, of difficulties:

First, teachers and schools seldom control the factors
..0'

which youth see as important (pbsitively reinforcing).

Second is the difficulty 'of deciding .in a pluralistic

society whose concept"-of prosocial behavior is to be

teleCted for reinforcement:. Third-is the impossibility)

of controlling the total environment: Clearly, a Walden 1

(Skinner, 1962) is not practical and probably not de-

sirable. There is a common -sense power to` ttie-Suggestions
-

of, the beha for modifiers, but 'when attempting to deal

a complex pocial

environment-the solutions. seem to be beyond the reach

with practical\ Social concerns in

The Humanatic psychology Paradigm

staically,.this paradigm emerged as a reaction

to' wha were perceived as two equally unattractive views

of human,ndture. On the tone hand was the dark, _negative,

pathological view 'offered by the FreudianOn,the other

hand was the mechanistic 3iew of the beh4viorists%, The

--,"-

,
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ch emerged-as a reaction "was called 'third force,
A

istic psychology ants primary-spokesman,Was- r
4

Maslow.
4

Blow- (1968, 1971) has presented a theory of hum'an

r

MOtift 10 whiCh'.issuMes that needs are ordered along a
4 ' .7.4:-. / .

, c
,

'hierarihy:of prepotencir4 When the most prepotent needs'.
.. 1 .1

.

have been, s4tisfied, the next need.emerges'and presses

for satisfaction. Maslow assumes that there are five

'arid needs,. which, been ranged,belaw:
4.

L.

°. (5)

,

0.

Self-actualization needs: The desire
for self fulfillment, becoming what
one has the potenti.al to become.

(4) The esteem needs : Competency, se7.f-
.

esteem, self -,

.

needs:(3) The'love and belongingness eeds:
Warmth, status, acceptance, approval.

The safety needs: Protection from
harm or injury..

The physiological'needs: Basra tissue
needs, i.e., hunger and ,hirst.

. .

Accordingto Maslow,'the prerequisite of normal '

' '21

.growth is the satisfaction of the primary.needs

physiological safety. If this essential core of the

person,O,frustrat&l, or.suppressed, dickness
.

17
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results. The behavioral result of this frust;a41,pn
. ..

,
is aggression, hostility, hatred, apd'destructiyenesse

.
; ,if , ;

.

.

,'If, on the other hand, the individual is self-;actualized, r
, , .

;
, .

.

pis or her behaviok is-characterized by such prosocial.

behaviors as accepting self and others fpr.what they.
LA

are, feeling an identification with mankind' as a' hole,

and-having a highly developed sense of ethics.. The'matn

barrier standing in the way of sele-actualizationtig the

incomplete aahieqement of lower needs. Attention Cannot
4t

-

be giveo higher needs when lower needs. are unmet.

Poverty and, the Learning of Moral Standard?

,Mailow has said that there are.no'self-actuaDized
, .

individuals in the ghettos. In other words, the .ghetto

is by definition a place where basic needs are not met.,

In the presence of such factors as poor'diet and unsafe

sphool and home environment, it is not surpziging that
,

the secondary needs (lave,. esteem, and self-actualization
f`r

which are essentially prosocial ta'riattire:go:u14 ttended

or develop io.noimally. If one ;has nno. love'relationships

with others, then one can casdally harm others or kheir

property. 'And if one's primary needs are unmet, hen one

,cinnotdevelop normal love relationships, for th lower,

ehr

or ie.
'

- 695 -
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unmet needs will preempt all others.

Intervention Strategies

Bookshelves in education are currently bulging with

books on humanistic, or affective, education.
5
They all

share the hsknistic psychologist's' view.. of the positive
. . .,, .

potential for human growth, and most of them view current

educational practices As hindering this development.

The focus of effective educati5 is to address studena!

needs to feel good about themselves and to feel cared for
A

by the teact!er and by'each other -- 'in other words it

'addresses'Maslow's thiit ayd fourthneeds. Such an .

approach assamefi that-the basil needs are already met'--
-

a questionable assumption with youth from poverty

environments.. At any rate, the humanistic edudation

strategy is to create environments in theiclasSroom TOich

are accepting and loving and which enhance seli-esteem.

If this can 131 achiev,p1, according -to this view, the

antisocial behavior one commonly finds would, all but,

disappear, since when people feelloved and have a strong

sense of'self-esteem and worth, there is no place or

ti

. .

5
Millerer (1976) and Read and Simon (1975).provide'
.comprehensiye overviews- of this growing field.

.
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reason 46i destructive behvior within theirIives.
.F ..:. . %

-,.

' Thp Cognitive-Develomental Raradigm
.

This view;has a much, narrower focus than do the

views descr#above. its.aim is toexpllain the

devel:Opment'.of structures of moral thought,. rather than\

to preyprer1 a complete theory of motivation and behavior.

a. The most pertuasille'spokesman of the cogni4;ze--

developmehtal view has been Lawrence Kohlberg. .Kohlberg

talds that there is an invariant developmental sequence.'

Otuttages of moral thought (Kohlberg, 1968,'1969). All

individuals have the potentia4to'achieve the,highe.st,
p.

-stage (stage 6), but an individual may become fixated'

at any stage. Growth', or development in thp structures

of one's moral reasoning, depends upon the individual

encountering moral conflict .9,1Nd having examples of.

higher-stage reasoning as' models for more adequate
-.?

resolution of the .moral conflict. The stages of.thoral

development are:
0

It

I. Preconventiona le el
Stage 1. Purishnnt and obedience ..r

br entatione .
.

Stage 2. Naive instrumental hedonitm

II. Conventional level
Stage 3. Good boy/nice girl Morality;,

of maintaining good relations,
approval of o ars -

20
- 697
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Stage 4. Authority-maintaining,:
lawTarid-order morality

-, III. Principled
Stage `5.

1

level,
Morality ol'contractan
democratically, accepted
priaciples,

Stage 6. Morality of indiv0Ual
,principles of conscitAce

°This perspective.holas at, an indivi)dual:interprets

his or hdr environment from his' or 'her current stage of

moral' development. -0o4elsam'ple, duxinTI'tageA, iigh..t.
.

0. . ,is determined by power the poWerful are tile detdrmipers
. .0. , . 4 I . '

of. what, igi'morallit right. ,A stage 1 child.seeing,one

,,

.
.

1 _ .
.- AY

child :beating up ,,another perceives- the situatiOld in
.

terms'
, .

- 0

of the winner haiiinci the moraZiy Superior position...
....... "

'.4:.AccOiding to this view, movement to'Stageb 3 and efr-.

,

prerequispokfor moral behavior; since it 14 at-these

stages that one first begins to take,the othels perspective
..

into account: HOwever, it isn't until the principled '-.
: . .

level that there is congruence betkeen thought and actidA.,

,,°
Kohlb stages to resent growth i or al reasol4lagonly.

.

They do t represent 4rowth,in.moral action 'below stages 5
.

and 6.s He'makes a crucial distinction between content and

structure. Cotent i s .theJ choice of righlaEtion in a,

..

"-

situation; whereasstructure refdrs.to how one organizes

'his or her thought".---. the stage of moral reasoning. '±t

is
possible to come up,pn any side of a moral problem a

-:
any stage- EloWever, according to KohlbOrg, W69), when

..

ogle.

21
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.
= B

°

4,

4

O

one reaches the pricipled level, there is a,00rigruence1,between thought and Action' (between ,structure.'hnd

content).

0 $

Accordingto Xohl8ergthe moral standards we
.,

learn are interpreted in terms,, our- .current level of
. .

.,.
---- b 0 ',,ept. :* .

moral development/ 'tor example; a itage/ 6hilol will, ,, .7,, ..
..

say, ,

-
. .

. 4.
stealing is wrong becbuse yo9 could get into-trouble

:f.-
a D

and maybe not get your allowance, w(hereas when the
i /

g-

child develogs'a Stage 3.morality' he will. say stealing
/.,...,- o

is wrong because goodys don't steal or he doesn't,
4. e

want to disappoint his parintsi'friends, oet
.1.

, g

Development:of Moral
.

Poverty and -t

1. .%
.

ught

i _
Kohlberg and his asscciates' have no studied

- . .. .

,r4lationehip between morOL, development andsocliOnomic
.:.----

1.status. Almost, all their .research has been based .81-t-t'he,-
,

- ) ilag! I. , 4

study. of middle-class individuals. Wat'llinforma5ion if
,

.

,
. -

..-- 741A404e would indicate .that soCiceconomiO,statupis r ...,,

1 ... . .
. . . 'A. c:

.positively correlated with stage of motel, reasoning (Boehbvt%

-44

..

,
,

1962)-.and that
,

nondelinquents

delinquents reason

do (Fodor,0 1972) .

this to the =fact that middle-dlasi'chfdren have more -,

at'lowetages than
.

iohlberg`1114.4) attributee
' I

4 'at 4 it

opportunity to take the point of view of the 'more distant,

impersonal, and influential roles i asic,societal

I
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institutions.'

A more complex explanation is needed, to-account

adequately for the failurepof youth La-poverty

environments to deeiop morally.. For one thing, the

povert environment, with all'its violenceand tragedy,

itnot p ceived by most ghetto youth As em dying moral

conflidt. The reaction to potntially unsettling,
lb.

situ ions is ihhediate reflexive action followed by ,

fter-the-fact 'rationalizations..

. The Facilitation of Moral Development-
-4

Kohlberg and his associates -haveProduced,a plethor

;$) curtictlum materials and how-to-do-i' t9xts aimed at

(
Spurring moral develdpment in classroom situ 'ions4-

- . 4

(MattOx, 197'5; Galbraith & Jones, 1976; Kohlberg &
-/

1972; Kohlberg&.Fenton41976)-.6.,The basic strategy involved:

is to present youth with moral conflict situations.(moeal

lemmas) and.hold classroom discussions, making sure,
.,

\

."--;that a broad range of poss 1p responses
,

are brought but.

The research that the method is based on thowtthit.:
.

,.

, Ohildren.can understand all stag below and one ..Stage
e-

6
Kohlberg and Turiel'(19711 present one of ...he.N.best,

introductions to the educational implications of. the
theory. 440



a

above their own/st andthat when children have a
,

hoide they see t e next -higper-stage as preferable,

to theik own (Rest ) . Thus,. if children are

'exposed to moral conflict and the next highest's

moral growth will., take place.

Kohlberg and his associates have also addressed,
.,%

the issue of the morale stage of given. environment.

In an-effort to raise th!' level of moral development, of

prison inmates, it was attempted to structure a f4stice

1. 'System -within. a. prison to counteract he all-pervasive

influence of th preconventionkp son milieu (Kohlberg,
4 .

Scharf, & Hickey, 1971). This problem points out one
.. 0 .

of theinA-orlimitations of the cognitive-dqv opmental &
-- .

.

. r

.4ew as a potential solution for dealing.,14ith school
.,

-crime. Namely, it is impossible to restt,144tthe-
..-

child's .environment into a j ustl environment. However,

attempts have b n made withifi schools to creates

-mini-environments.
0 .

--
The 'second major problem is that,'even with the best..,. .

of-moral education programs with middle-class youth,N J
.$

Kohlberg will admit it unlikely that most yiuth will
.

reach the principled level 'before they graduate from
,

.

high school. G11. thatthere doese a congruence
.

'emerge

between. moral thought and moral" action before this reveA.

. .
.

2.1 ,
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then, as far as school crime is concerned, there can be

Ito expected payoff during he.schocill years. A Childat

stage '3 or 4 can justify the breaking of school windows

just as easily as a child at stage 1, and his movement

from 1 to 3.or 4 is no guarantee of more prosocial

behalitor.'

_I

Sudmary and Conclusion

It is well knowh that the environment *poverty
f

does not have the same effect on all children who'grow
p .

up in it. (Not all children growing up in ghettos

411commit criminal actiOns.o4 schd*grounds.)
. .- . s..

.04.

The piesence or absence'of moral dispositiogb-which
.

i

either discourage 4r encoliri4e school- crime 110;be,gx- .i.i
,..

pained by. any one,of the paradigms discus;ed above.
. ,. 1...

,

. However, except Eoirare cases, it is unlikely that a.

-'-- single.paradigm and the learnidg and motiJitiona; factors

associated with it will account for the full explanation
4..

#

of a 'child's moral behavior. It is the-poSition of this'

Pape at no pne paradi*a.will account for all tie
,

e
variatips in standards within a single child, just

AS
as no paradigm will accciunt for tie range of

variation from child to child.

e.

r--



ti

y

. - ,

One plausible explanation is
c

environment is far from -ar, hOmogeneous, environment,
2

-

a.

, t
that 'the ghettoN :

hat isis, children growin4 up, in it have a wide variety..
Ae . - -o differe t experiences relevant .to the learning of

. )

.
._----- -moral tand4ds . There, can beio doubt that this,c!., .

.JerspectiVe sis in some,respects a vali position. ._ .a ,,, ,. - -However, it an be dcaimed that ,even when we control
. .

widefor many\ o these dif is stili wide *4i , ..
. -

..?variation' in the,ini fence of' crimial behavior among
the yout. In additioh CO theltubtlOdlif fere 'gas I -:-1.

4it)iin the- environmen)- additional considera\ ions. are

r.

needed' to account fcOr school drime

qkt point, I T..OULX 1'

concept of moral orientation
4. _

,

1

in poverty environufents,

'eflylto, d op the
11 base this '% :concept

ais respond quite differently..on the obser ation ,Viat divid
.

eral co respond ,
to the expert ce, o

refleXiveltar,- some thug lly,, and others haps an an
o- --emtpti9nal level. I Would infer from this at- each in -`' .

q c-- .. \ A.,,,,dividual's moral
,
'behavior .oln be most adequattly explained

rof

by- referring to 'a particular pare or smile combination .. LA
e

,of paradigmb Thus, with some delinquent's, psychoanalytic
concepts c ncerninq superego factors are most powerful.

vior; with others,) such factors as heed,

(to

. in tiplainingbeh

(

4
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, ,

, .-, 4m.s4tisfaction; structuees of, moral reasoning, or delinquent
.,- ,

.

ubOuituret might be most-powerful. If we: add to the JN.
,

r '.
.. e

a .1.
I

a
,

giant:apt of moral orientatiorrsfte view 'that there are

- ,three dimehsions within which morality is learned --

'knowledge, feeling, and conduct (after*Brown, 1965)
. .

taestedwithin'eaoh of the orientations, the complexity

involved ;n the explanation of moral behavior is readily

.
.. ,

The,view presented at this point now holds -

k.-__
-.4v?

tha :, in addition to knowiig the dominant orientation of
' ", _ ...a . .

.

mdralizatibn for an-individual, we also need to examine the
. . ,

.0

idiffeientlal learning that has gone on within each of the
_ .

-,

diuj nsions,. (
.

The 041lb/on-most salient from the psychoanalytic
,\

orientating Guiltand shame and" how the

, ego react to them are the "primary causal agents in

determinAg moral action: :The 'social learning orientation
x I

secs conduct dimension akiost s4ieht; that is,
.

_hapirSg of behavior through eelective'reinfdroement

joperaat coaditi,oning,Lis the primary factor ,ia det
4 '

the moral nature,of'the individual. 'The hamanistic

the

eralg-ning.

R

,orieattion.has 'always tressed the affective ii'de of

k Zan: -Moral action, according to this phradigth, is
'147.

.primhrily'the re'sult of. feeling associated with need

-

t
4 t
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fulfillment. If needs are unsatisfied (be they primary'

or secondary), then the inherent goodness is frustrated

and the positive affect that comes with oup; humanity

is not allowed to operate. .The cognitive-developmental

orientation is primarily focused on the cognitive

dimension, that is, how one reasonsabout moral situations

is the key variable.

The final determination of whether an action will be
-

prosocial, or antisocial' is the. result of a 'complex-Nter-

actiomof learning acrosa'all three dimensions within
r

"70^ . . .

.oness-orientationts). Thuse-in addition tb knowing theaddition

general environment:in which the moral behavior has been

learned and hence, the dominant paradigm, one alsb

needs to take into account the impact,that.that environment .

haa hid on the three different dimensions of morality.

Not all dimensions are equally salient to all individuals.

Behavior in a particUlar situation is the result'of complex'

Interaction between affect, knowledge, and previously

. learned ,behavior ,patterns.

For ex'ainple, a youth is out with friends and is' ;

challenged, to \break into' the local school. and trash the

interior. tis,behavior will be determined by the inter-.

actions among his cognitive perceptions about the rightneSs

or wrongness of the proposed action, whether or not he has

F



,

Mb.

internalized antisocial actions of this type into

habittal'behavior patterns and the feeling' states,

associated with slich actions. If all the dimensions

are cdnsonant,.then the predition of behavior is rather.-

simple. However, if there is some dissonance (e.gt, he

hds done this before many times and has been reinforced,

for. it by his peers, but this, time is feeling'guilt), .

then the prediction of his actions becomes more..complex-

and mote impr ise. His basic orientation will determine

the weights td be attached to each of the dirfiensions.

In conclusion, to understaad schoorcrime-requtirs-
.

understanding the broad range of complexity involv,e6

in moralization. Unidimendional programsaimed at onl
.

%.?

conduct, or only knowledge, Will be successful only .

as the programs accidently deal with the other dimensionS.
%

For programs aimed at the control of school crime (:),tie14,,

successflOr, it is necessary to,addreSs the complexity og

moralization head,on and build prograMs that deal with°all

the dimensions'on whiCh learning.has taken plice. These

programs must be 'widely based enou4h to address the

differentially based moral orientatiOns of the Individuals

likely.kro be involved' in.chool crime.

The many ways that moral behavior is acquired and

the many different levels and orientations from which ,'

.29
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